Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of May 6th and May 13th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information. Thanks!

TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of May 6th (As of 5.3.13)

Of Note This Week:

Extended Episode
FOUR WEDDINGS: UNVEILED- Friday, May 10th

Specials
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM ON THE ROAD- Sunday, May 12th
HOARDING BURIED ALIVE: WHERE ARE THEY NOW- Wednesday, May 8th

Season Finale
MY CRAZY OBSESSION SEASON 2- Wednesday, May 8th

Season Premiere
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM SEASON 4- Sunday, May 12th

Series Premiere
BREAKING AMISH BRAVE NEW WORLD- Sunday, May 12th
After leaving their sheltered Amish and Mennonite lives to experience New York City together for the first time, Abe, Rebecca, Kate, Sabrina and Jeremiah find that life after leaving their communities is far more difficult than they’d ever expected. They reunite hoping to make a fresh start in Sarasota Florida (home to a large ex-Amish and Amish community) but along the way find more culture shock, challenges and unexpected discoveries.

Tuesday, May 7th

9:00 PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING #9- DISSER FOR FORTY
The Duggar household fills up fast when trainer Steve’s family, along with Pastor Howard and his family come by for a super-sized dinner. We check in with Joseph on his emergency rescue training boot camp. And, Michael finally moves into his own room.

9:30 PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING #8- A SURGERY & A SECRET
Jim Bob and Josh are hurting, as trainer Steve puts them through their toughest workout yet. From flipping tires to dragging cars, the Duggar men are kicking it into high gear as their 90 day weight loss challenge continues. Jordyn, suddenly has to get her tonsils removed and as a special treat, Michelle takes her shopping for popsicles. Josh and
Anna have an ultrasound that reveals the gender of baby #3, but only one person will learn if they are expecting a boy or a girl. Will the information remain a secret or will Anna convince him or her to spill the beans?

10:00 PM ET/PT
**LITTLE COUPLE #17- AN ADOPTION TWIST**
Now that their adoption is moving forward, it’s time for the Little Couple to get serious about baby-proofing their home. This means securing kitchen cabinets, padding sharp edges and creating a safe play area in their media room. Next on the agenda is shopping for a stroller, but finding one small enough for Jen to maneuver is no easy task. In fact, even opening and closing a stroller proves to be quite the physical challenge for her. The next day at work, Jen gets some adoption related news that could change everything.

10:30PM ET/PT
**LITTLE COUPLE #18- BABY PROOFING**
Life is about to change for The Little Couple. After receiving final approval from the Chinese government to adopt their soon-to-be son, they also decide upon the name of the daughter they’re in the process of adopting! The pressure is on to be ready to welcome not one, but two children into their home. Now they must take the final steps to baby proof the house and finish getting the kids’ rooms ready before leaving for China. With the prospect of two children in the near future, Jen suggests they get a mini-van - a prospect that doesn’t thrill Bill.

**Wednesday, May 8th**

9:00PM ET/PT
**HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE: WHERE ARE THEY NOW?**
This special episode revisits three extreme hoarders Randy, Laura and Chip to find out how they’ve fared since being on the show. For some, their progress is inspiring while for others, their back-slides have again put them in dire straits. Now, they have been given a second chance at a haul away and an opportunity to reclaim their lives from under their piles of stuff.

10:00PM ET/PT
**MY CRAZY OBSESSION #4 - TROLL TAKEOVER & STUFFING ANIMALS**
All three members of the Smith family share one common bond, their love of animals. This love has translated itself into a collection of 213 stuffed and mounted animals. The family works together as a team to hunt, kill, skin, sew and mount each one of their immortal furry friends. Watch as the Smith family reveals their largest trophy to date. Michelle’s obsession with trolls extends well beyond her enormous collection. To keep her ever expanding collection growing, Michelle attempts to convince her family to let her take over yet another room to house her collection.

**Thursday, May 9th**

9:00PM ET/PT
**AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS #1- EXES, ANNIVERSARIES, AND ANOTHER MAN’S NAME**
In this episode, a man has a tattoo that is a terrible tribute to him and his best friend, another man’s awful tattoo was an attempt at vengeance on his ex-girlfriends, and a woman's donut tattoo gets mistaken for poop.

**Friday, May 10th**
8:00PM ET/PT
FOUR WEDDINGS: UNVEILED #6 - EXTENDED... AND AN ARMY SALUTE
Kathy’s Coney Island beach bash showcases the flavors of NY, while Stacyann treats her guests to traditional Jamaican goat soup and other island cuisine. Amanda receives a very special Army salute at her wedding, and Larissa’s butterfly theme makes everyone’s heart flutter.

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS ATLANTA #17 - BOOTY-DO’S AND BALL GOWNS
Runaway bride Kate has been engaged four times, so it’s no surprise that she also has trouble committing to a gown. To make up for her first time around, Jackie wants the sassy vow renewal gown of her dreams, but will her princess-lovin’ Mom get onboard?

10:00PM ET/PT
I FOUND THE GOWN #9 – NO IF’S ANDS OR BUTTS!
No episode description available at this time

10:30PM ET/PT
I FOUND THE GOWN #7 – DON’T LET THE GOWN GET YOU DOWN
Bride Marquita is brought to tears by her maid-of-honor after a disagreement over her dream dress; Ashley is on a tight budget, but still wants to look like a celebrity on her big day. Beth searches for a gown with glitz to match her Vegas wedding.

Sunday, May 12th

8:00 PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM ON THE ROAD
Leaving her family and Long Island behind, Theresa packs up her hairspray and treks across America to surprise unbeknownst fans with readings. With a little help from spirit, Theresa shocks everyday families with her amazing gift and is equally moved by the friends she makes along her journey. By reading a mother and son mourning the loss of a father, Theresa continues to show that no matter where you go, our loved ones are here with us. However, you can take the medium out of Long Island, but you can’t take the Long Island out of the medium!

9:00 PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM #1 - MISSING MY PRINCESS
The Caputo household is once again complete when Theresa’s daughter Victoria pays the family a short visit from college. However, when Victoria shocks the family with some major changes, they wonder if her newfound independence is beneficial. Plus, Theresa connects a young boy with his sister who passed away and surprises a woman with astonishing details during a group reading.

9:30 PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM #2 - THERESA IN TRAINING
Theresa has always struggled with her weight. So with the help of her husband Larry, she finally decides to take the steps to lose a few pounds. In a private reading, a woman finds out if her son’s death was intentional and Theresa brings much needed laughter to a group reading.

10:00 PM ET/PT
BREAKING AMISH BRAVE NEW WORLD # 1 - NOTHING TO LOSE
Abe, Rebecca, Jeremiah, Sabrina and Kate have all struggled to adapt to their new lives after leaving the Amish and Mennonite communities and going "English" on their own. The honeymoon is over for the newly wedded Abe and Rebecca and the reality of isolation and rejection sinks in. Jeremiah hatches a plan to get the gang back together and offer them a chance at redemption, [only in classic Jeremiah fashion he leaves a few details out].

TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of May 13th (As of 5.3.13)

Contact:
Niki Kazakos, (310) 975-1658, niki_kazakos@discovery.com
Visit press.discovery.com for select episodic photography and full episodes

Of Note This Week:

Extended Episodes
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM ON THE ROAD: BEYOND THE READ - Monday, May 13th
BREAKING AMISH BRAVE NEW WORLD: SECRETS REVEALED- Wednesday, May 15th
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM BEYOND THE READ- Sunday, May 19th

Specials
SAVING RICKY: OPERATION FAT MAN - Wednesday, May 15th

Season Finales
HOARDING BURIED ALIVE SEASON 5 - Wednesday, May 15th
AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS SEASON 1 - Thursday, May 16th
SAY YES TO THE DRESS ATLANTA SEASON 5 - Friday, May 17th

Monday, May 13th

9:00PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM ON THE ROAD - EXTENDED
Leaving her family and Long Island behind, Theresa packs up her hairspray and treks across America to surprise unbeknownst fans with readings. With a little help from spirit, Theresa shocks everyday families with her amazing gift and is equally moved by the friends she makes along her journey. By reading a mother and son mourning the loss of a father, Theresa continues to show that no matter where you go, our loved ones are here with us. However, you can take the medium out of Long Island, but you can’t take the Long Island out of the medium!

Tuesday, May 14th

9:00PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING #11- EPISODE 11
No episode description available at this time.
10:00PM ET/PT
THE LITTLE COUPLE #19- COUNTDOWN TO CHINA
Bill and Jen are now just days away from going to China to pick up their son! But before they can travel, they have to get some vaccination shots, which Bill dreads. Then, when Maggie starts barking and growling at a little boy in the store, Bill and Jen decide they need to hire a trainer to address her behavior around kids before Will comes home. Since they have to pack for William as well, Jen goes shopping at a children’s boutique and picks out some clothes based on the measurements the foster home sent her. Finally, it’s Bill and Jen’s last night in Houston before they head off to China. Too excited to sleep, they do some last-minute packing and take a moment to appreciate how everything is about to change.

10:30PM ET/PT
THE LITTLE COUPLE #20- ROAD TO PARENTHOOD
The Little Couple are about to become a Little Family! As Jen and Bill prepare to leave for China to pick up their adopted son, they take a moment to reflect on their roller coaster journey. From their first decision to start a family to the day they found out they had been matched with their son-to-be, the path was filled with challenges, difficult choices, happiness and heartbreak. Along the way they met wonderful and caring doctors and a surrogate who would become like family. Because of their perseverance, they're now ready to go to China to finally meet their son.

Wednesday, May 15th

8:00PM ET/PT
BREAKING AMISH BRAVE NEW WORLD SECRETS REVEALED- EXTENDED EPISODE 1
EXTENDED- Abe, Rebecca, Jeremiah, Sabrina and Kate have all struggled to adapt to their new lives after leaving the Amish and Mennonite communities and going “English” on their own. The honeymoon is over for the newly wedded Abe and Rebecca and the reality of isolation and rejection sinks in. Jeremiah hatches a plan to get the gang back together and offer them a chance at redemption, [only in classic Jeremiah fashion he leaves a few details out].

9:00PM ET/PT
HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE - WHERE ARE THEY NOW
Crews return to the homes of three previous hoarders to see if they’ve maintained clutter-free lives since appearing on the show. For some, it will be one last chance to save their families, their homes, and their lives.

10:00PM ET/PT
SAVING RICKY: OPERATION FAT MAN
No description available at this time.

Thursday, May 16th

9:00PM ET/PT
AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS #2- BLACK SHEEP, GREY CLOUDS, AND A THREE-LEGGED FAIRY
People from across America show off their terrible tattoos, share the embarrassing stories behind them and then return to the chair for a Tattoo Transformation. In this episode, a man has a tattoo that pays a terrible tribute to him
and his best friend, a man takes vengeance on his ex-girlfriends with a tattoo, and a woman's donut tattoo gets mistaken for poop.

Friday, May 17th

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS ATLANTA #18 - THE FAMILY FEUD
Bride Cindy and her fiancé, Lamar, aren’t just getting married, they’re blending their two families. And with four kids between them, everyone’s excited to take part in today’s appointment. Faced with not just one fox in the henhouse, but an entire litter of them, Lori and team go into overtime keeping the groom and the kids in line. Will everyone’s opinions prevent this bride and her brood from finding a dress they all love?
Bride Cheyna wants to walk down the aisle looking like a princess. But her biker dad is hoping she’ll go for a dress with a little bit of a "hellion" edge. Struggling to figure out exactly what that means, Monte tries to get in touch with his own inner rebel. Will he be able to figure out something fantastic for this unconventional bride to wear on her big day?

10:00PM ET/PT
I FOUND THE GOWN #10 – MAY THE BEST DRESS WIN
No episode description available at this time

10:30PM ET/PT
I FOUND THE GOWN #8- TOO MUCH IS NEVER ENOUGH
A New York bride comes to VOWS to purchase two gowns to wear on her wedding day, a Colorado bride travels cross-country for the deal of a lifetime; and a Boston bride hopes her entourage can help her decide between a simple dress or a flashier gown.

Sunday, May 19th

8:00 PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM BEYOND THE READ#1- EXTENDED- MISSING MY PRINCESS
EXTENDED- The Caputo household is once again complete when Theresa’s daughter Victoria pays the family a short visit from college. However, when Victoria shocks the family with some major changes, they wonder if her newfound independence is beneficial. Plus, Theresa connects a young boy with his sister who passed away and surprises a woman with astonishing details during a group reading.

8:30 PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM BEYOND THE READ #2- EXTENDED – THERESA IN TRAINING
EXTENDED-Theresa has always struggled with her weight. So with the help of her husband Larry, she finally decides to take the steps to lose a few pounds. In a private reading, a woman finds out if her son’s death was intentional and Theresa brings much needed laughter to a group reading.

9:00 PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM #3- THE ROYAL FLUSH
No episode description available at this time

9:30 PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM #4- SANDY SPIRIT
BREAKING AMISH BRAVE NEW WORLD # 2: SHUNNED & ON THE RUN
The group reunites for the first time since leaving New York, but they are not prepared for life on the road in close quarters. Meanwhile, when the Bishop shows up back in Punxy, Abe's mother Mary is faced with the most difficult decision of her life.